
Blockchain powered gambling 
platform for messenger bots



What problems does BotGaming solve
Despite the high rates of growth of the industry, trust in online gambling is lacking. 
This problem covers all aspects of the gambling industry, from PRNG to payments.  
The combination of open source PRNG and the processing of all external transactions 
using the blockchain ensures provably fair gambling.
Mobile device users spend up to 70% of time using messenger apps, which make them 
especially promising to use as a mobile gambling platforms. A user doesn’t need 
to install a new application and ad traffic for messengers is significantly cheaper 
than usual mobile traffic.

Successful track record
We started the development of the games for messengers in 2016, and initially
we focused on a social gambling business model with monetization driven solely by 
in-app purchases. Our products were mentioned by Forbes, TechCrunch and CNet. 
Moreover, Pokerbot is considered to be the #1 bot on Telegram.

4 Active bots

400,000+ Total bot installs

35,000+ Monthly active users

What is BotGaming
BotGaming is a blockchain powered gambling platform for messenger bots. Verifiability
of odds and building users' trust represent our core values. This is why BotGaming has been 
built using open source PRNG to make interactions inside the game session transparent
and verifiable. BotGaming uses blockchain protocol at the game’s session level. 
Once the game session begins, all transactions like slot machine spins or poker hands 
are gas-free and are processed almost instantaneously. 



What is a BOT token used for
BOT is an utility token based on ERC20 standards. The key feature of the token 
is its’ use as ingame currency. It will be a purely utility token and cannot 
be considered as a security.
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Game actions

Gaming bot ecosystem
Provably fair service

PRNG with logging operations to the 
blockchain and messenger based app 
to verify odds   

Wallet
Messenger based wallet supported 
basic crypto and fiat currencies  

Affiliate program
The first blockchain powered affiliate 
program for messenger influentials

User traction
S2S based user acquisition tracking and 
ingame analytics

Loyalty program
Bonus system and lotteries for token holders 
and players (gas recharge) 

Artificial intelligence
Front-end:  snap screen and image recognition
and players (gas recharge) 

Back-end: AI and Big Data driven system to 
improve players retention 



The crowdsale

Tokens allocation

$0.01
Basic token cost

$5,000,000
Soft Cap

$15,000,000
Target

$20,000,000
Hard Cap

Crowdsale   60.00%

Team and owners  20.00%

Reserve   15.00%

Advisers              5.00%

Development                      35.00%

Marketing                       40.00%

Legal                        10.00%

Listing on exchange & operations     15.00% 

Financial Projection
The structure of expenses for BotGaming is given in the diagram below. 
Considerable costs for legal support of the company are stipulated not only
by the specific character of blockchain, but also by the need to obtain licenses
to run a gambling business.

For further information about the BotGaming platform, check:
Botgaming.me or email: kirill@botgaming.me 


